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About This Game

Perfect if you want to to have an extremely short and different experience.
The Master is a first-person stairs climbing game. The goal is to reach to top.

Warning: You may find this game boring!

Contains hidden secrets.
Contains online features: place panels that others can see when they play. You can see their panels too!

Please rate the game if you finish it, to help knowing The Master.
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Title: The Master
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Gem Rose Accent, Corentin Derbré
Publisher:
Gem Rose Accent
Release Date: 29 Jan, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Quad-core Intel or AMD processor, 2.0 GHz or faster

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4600 or higher

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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Love this game. Absolutely beautiful everything done perfectly. Love the graphics the interaction with the rift. Love everything.
Just need more in it. :). Small rogue-lite that has good pacing and reminds me a bit of Nuclear Throne. There are random floors
after you get past the first boss, and the difficulty curve is pretty fair, if not a bit challenging later on. You can turn off the
scanlines in the options if that's not your thing.. Nice little game.
You run/drive around and kill zombies.
The story is told in a funny way, the graphics are ok enough.

If you are bored, try it, it might be what you need to fill some time.
Don't expect anything great but it is fun to kill zombies with your bat and get the more money the farther they fly because of
your hit.

Driving with the car is not too much fun but it is ok.

I don't want to kill my time with this one, so I go on, but I can say anything more worse about it than: "i have a lot of better
games".

Like I said, if you are bored, try it.. game is wonderful. Graphics are great. There is a graphcs quality setting andx a hight setting
. physics are spot on. Bowling and much more. I am using a samsung odyssey. best game I have tried so far for vr

. I love it!! one small problem the 'P' doens't work when your walking around in the map. I have to click with my mouse on
perks instead of pressing 'P'.. Drawful is part of my life now.. DOESN'T work on high systems
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The Story is alright, sort of boring but its fine, i guess.
What really bothers me though, is the really really
bad english, like people already said its bad, but its worse than
you actually think it is. I mean if you dont believe me when i tell
you how bad it is, just go and read the description yourself.
The Game is fine though, i would give it a 4\/10.
And to the Developer if you are reading this, hire or get a friend
to fix the lines for you, and patch the game if you can,
because the game at its current state is sort of unbearable
and sort of hard to understand and enjoy.. Like tetris.. EARLY ACCESS REVIEW.

Got this game because it was on sale and looked like it would be arcadey and fun. It is basically Iron Man the flight suit game.
Highly enjoyable and high replay value. Great sense of movement and speed, especially once you get the controls down. Early
access but has a lot of potential and value for what is here now. A campaign mode, arcade mode, and a coming soon "relax" or
free flight mode. The flight physics are different in both the campaign and arcade which forces you to adapt and change up
what may have worked in the campaign but will not work in the arcade. Campaign has some good humor and nice levels, not as
much content as the arcade mode, but maybe devs will add more as it is still being worked on. The arcade mode is more fast
paced, with tighter controls, and not so floaty much more focus on your thursters and handling like you are truly flying, can
actually get pretty tough too. Really makes you feel like you're flying around like Iron Man. I have even caught myself leaning
forward in this game to enhance the sense of flight lol. For an early access title there is a lot more here than a lot of other full
featured titles out now for vr. This has a campaign, great arcade mode, both with leaderboards to give you incentive to get better
and beat the high scores. Also for an early access title it is nice seeing one with a fully realized menu, with graphics settings and
all that jazz. Game runs great on my i5 6600k and 1070. I'd highly recommend this game if you like fun fast paced games with a
good sense of movement and enjoy a decent challenge. Hoping the devs keep adding more solid content to this game, because
this is looking like it'll be a very solid title to have around in your vr library.. Had a lot of fun until I ran into a glitch and couldn't
turn one of my mixtures for a contract. There's absolutely no information on this game anywhere at all, so if you were looking
for a game where you could find a hint if you got stuck, this isn't it.
And why don't the contracts pay anything at all? I make way more money selling my extra chemicals than from contracts.
Edit: Discovered it was user error. Definitely recommend this title. Have had loads of fun.. @dev secret level in the final build
where the time wizard returns? FeelsOkayMan :point_right: :ok_hand: :question:

I also found an unintended way to jump off a boomerang. While holding the boomerang, if you have upwards momentum from
your jump (can not be highest peak), you have to throw and land on the boomerang at the same frame, by pressing your jump
button again. That way you can mid-air off the boomerang.
Makes some jumps at the boomerang-section easier.

Great game, worth the money! Can't wait for Hardmode.
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